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client: 20th Century Fox International
Britta Gampper, VP strategic marketing
Anna Dodd, VP, international promotions 



the client asked for several pieces 
of original content that could be 
used in a print magazine - a mock 
“Runway” and localized and 
translated by 20th Century Fox 
teams into their own languages. 

This LEXICON was “inspired” by 
the character of Nigel (see next 
page) as a Fashion A - Z.   



Introduction by Nigel, Creative Director, Runway

Sometimes I despair at the terrifying lack of histoire du 
style exhibited by young editorial assistants on Runway. To 
that end, I felt it was my duty to provide a small lexicon 
of what I consider the basics – the A to Z – if you like.
After all, you’re working at the place that first published 
some of the major artists of the century, Halston, De La 
Renta, Lagerfeld. And what they made is cooler than art, 
because you live your life in it. This is not just a 
magazine. It’s a shining beacon of hope for, oh, I don’t 
know, say a young boy growing up in Rhode Island with six 
brothers, pretending to go to soccer practice when he was 
actually at sewing class and reading Runway at night under 
the covers with a flashlight.
So, let’s start at the very beginning shall we?



Ballerina Skirt: Not everyone can wear a 
straight from the waistline taffeta and 
tulle confection but you know me; a 
full ballerina skirt with a hint of salon 
and I’m on board. 

Dolce & Gabbana: Sexy, sexy, sexy: think 
Italian movie stars, curvy décolletage, 
think underwear-as-outerwear, black 
bras, tiger print and the costumiers 
behind Madonna’s Girlie Show in 1993. 



Klein, Calvin: iconic designer who got 
his start on Seventh Avenue in the 
late 60s and became synonymous 
with the excesses of Studio 54 
before mellowing into a cool white 
t-shirt and faded jeans pared-down 
aesthetic for a new century. 

Line: Double-meaning here for either 
the “line of a dress” as in Empire 
(fitted below the bust) or 
synonymous with a designer’s 
“collection”. 



Textile: know your fabrics! Natural textiles include 
cotton, silk and wool. Generic manufactured fibers 
include nylon, acrylic and, (my personal favorite that 
made the roller disco craze possible), spandex. 

Unitard: It just screams 70s. The one piece 
spandex-enabled bodysuit was a precursor to The 
Body, Donna Karan’s sleek 80s homage that came in 
basic black with strategic poppers. The only person 
ever to look good in a unitard was David Bowie a.k.a 
Ziggy Stardust.
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